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ILLUMINATING SETS OF CONSTANT WIDTH 
ODED SCHRAMM 
Abstract. The problem of illuminating the boundary of sets having con· 
stant width is considered and a bound for the number of directions needed is 
given. As a corollary, an estimate for Borsuk's partition problem is inferred. 
Also, the illumination number of sufficiently symmetric strictly co nvex bodies 
is determined . 
§l. Introduction. Let x be a point on the boundary aK ora convex body· 
K in Euclidean space, RIO. A direction U E 5"- 1 is said to illuminate K at x if 
the line {x+ tu llE R} "enters" K in x. More preci sely, u illuminates K at x 
if x + tu is an interior point of K, for some positive t. Instead of saying "u 
illuminates K at x" we will just say "u illuminates x". This will cause no 
confusion, because the convex body K should be clear from the context. 
Directions U I , U2, •••• U m e 5"- 1 are said to illuminate K if every point on 
the boundary of K is illuminated by at least one of these directions. We 
denote by J(K ) the minimal number of directions sufficient to illuminate K 
and call it the illumination number of K. This concept of illumination was 
introduced by V. G. Boltjansky in [2]. There he proved that for convex bodies 
K, I ( K ) is equa l to H ( K), the number of smaller, positively homothetic copies 
of K required to cover K (see [3]) . 
The maximum values of J(K) for convex bodies K in R", are unknown 
when n > 2. By the above resu lt of Bolt jansky, Hadwiger's conjecture, about 
the covering of a set by homothetic copies of it, is equivalent to 
l (convex body in R") ~ I{n-dimensional parallelogram) = 2". 
See [3] for a discussion of this conjecture. 
A set of constant width d is a convex body such that the distance between 
any two distinct parallel supporting hyperplanes ofil is d (see [5, pp. 122-131], 
(41). In this note we prove 
TH EOREM I . If W is a set of constant widlh in Rn lhen 
(3) "1> I(W ) < 5n.Jn(4+logn) "2 . 
The research e!lposed in this note was done while I was at the Hebrew Univers ity in Jerusalem, 
as a siudent of Professor Gil Kala l. I am grateful to Kalai fo r his inteust. encouragement and 
advice. and for valuable improvements of the original manuscript . 
• A convex body is a compact convex set that has interior points. 
[MATHEMATrKA, 3S (1988) , 180-189] 
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Using this theorem, and the equivalence I( W) = H( W), we get 
COROLLARY 2. Every sef of constant width W e R" can be covered by less 
than 5n..Jn(4+ log n )(3/2)"/2 homotheric copies a/itself, having some homolhety 
coefficient a, 0 < a < I. 
Since every bounded set of positive diameter is contained in a set of constant 
width having the same diameter (see [5, p. 126)), we have the following estimate 
for Borsuk's partition problem. 
COROLLARY 3. Every set of diameter d (0 < d < co) in R" can be covered 
by less than 5n..Jn(4+log n)(3/ 2)"/2 sets having smaller diamelers. 
To the best of ou r knowledge, this is, asymptotically, the best bound known 
for Borsuk's partition problem (see [7] for references and results concerning 
this problem). The approach to Borsuk's problem through the the illumination 
problem is suggested in [3] and (8, p.420]. 
Theorem 1 is proved using a probabilistic argument: The probabililY that 
a "small" region in a W will be illuminated by a random, uniformly distributed, 
direction is estimated from below, A straightforward computation then shows 
that if "enough" directions are chosen randomly, uniformly, and indepen-
dently, the probability that they will completely illuminate W is nonzero. An 
essential part of the proof reli es on finding lower bounds for volumes of 
spherical sets of a certain type. In [ 11] analogous results for sels in R" give 
lower bounds for the volumes of sets having constant width. 
The only known result in the direction opposi te to Theorem I is that 
J(K) ~ n + 1 for eve ry convex body K c R" ([3]), It is not known if there is 
a set of constant width W e R", that cannot be illuminated by n + I directions. 
Rogers [ 10] has shown that every K c R", having diameter 0 < d < 00 and 
invariant under the group of congruences that leave invariant an n-dimensional 
regular simplex , can be partitioned into n + 1 subsets, each with diameter < d. 
Inspired by this, we prove in Section 4 that if K is a strictly convex bodyt 
invariant under a group of orthogonal transformalions that is generated by 
reflections through hyperplanes and acts irreducibly; on R", then J( K) = n + 1. 
This can give an alternate proof of Rogers' result. 
§2. First we will introduce some notation and give a condition for the 
illumination of a single boundary point. Throughout this note, K will denote 
an arbitrary convex body. and W will denote a set of constant width in Rn. 
For a set A c 5 .. - 1 we define 
t A slrkt!y conve~ body is a conve~ body whose boundary contains no line segment. 
t .. O acts irred ucibly on R"" means that Ihere is no subspace of R", other than 0 and R", 
which is invarian t under all elements of O. 
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When x is a boundary point of a convex body K, we use N~ (x ) [0 denote the 
set of inward normal unit vectors of K at x: 
NI{(x) = {UE 5 "- l lu. p ~ u. x for all p E K }. 
Notice that NK (x) is nonempty for x ea K . 
LEMMA 4. Lei K be a con vex body in R", leI x be a boundary point of K, 
and leI U E 5 " - 1. TIl en x is illuminated by Ihe direction u. if. and only if. 
U E N K. (x) ... . 
Proof Suppose u e N d x) .... If the line L ={ x + tult e H} contains no 
interior points of K. then it is a supporting line of K. Therefore there is a 
hyperplane, H = {p e R"l p . w = x . w}. supponing K and containing 1. Thus 
one of the vectors ±w/llwll is in Nil. (x). That is a contradiction 10 U E N,,:{x),", 
because H ::o L implies that w . u = O. Therefore L co ntains interior points of 
K. Pick any VE Nit. (x). K is contained in the half space {p E R ~ Ip . v ~ ". v}. 
Since u . v > 0, this means that the points x + lu with t < 0 are not in K. Thus 
the interior points of L correspond to positive values of t, and u illuminates x. 
Now suppose that u illuminates x. Let t be a positi ve number such that 
p =" + tu is an interior point of K. Because p is an interior point, for every 
VE NK(x) we have p . v > x . v, whi ch implies u . \' > O, so U E Nd xr· . 
From now on, we work with an arbitrary. but fixed , set of constant width 
W e R". The lemma above shows that if E is a subsets of the boundary of 
W, then one direction can illuminate E, if, and only if, 
n N w(x ) ' = (U Nw(X») ' 
."E . E Ii: 
is nonempty. The following proposition wilt help us find subsets of aW that 
are "easily" illuminated. For a subset A c 5 ,, - 1 define U w( A) to be the union 
of the sets N w(x ), xe aw. that intersect A : 
U 
N w l " J" A "0 
A direction in Uw (A)+ illuminates every point xe W that satisfies 
N w (x) n A#- 0. 
In order to show that when A is chosen properly these points are " easily" 
illuminated, we want to prove that U w( A )'" is "large"'. Our means of doing 
so is by estimating the diameter of Uw(A ). (We view 5 "- 1 with the metric 
induced by the Euclidean metric in R". The diameters of subsets of 5 "- 1 refer 
to this metric.) 
PROPOS IT ION 5 . Lei A be a nQnemply subset of 5 "- 1. Then 
diameter Uw (A) "'" 1 + diameter A. 
Proof Since Uw (A ) d oes not change when we replace W with a posilively 
homotheti c copy of itself, we may, and will, assume that W has conslant width 
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1, and therefore also diameter 1. Let v" v2 be unit vectors in Uw( A). By the 
definition of Uw{A), there are points x .. X2 E a W such that Vi E N w( x;) and 
NW(x i ) (\ A -,t. 12' for j = 1,2. Suppose H i is in Nw(x;) n A, j = 1,2. Since Ui is 
an inward normal of W at X;, and since W has constant width I , the hyperplane 
{pe R ~ Ip . Ui = Xi. U I + I} is a supporting hyperplane of W The only point on 
this hyperplane whose distiance from Xi is not greater than I is Xi + U I. Since 
diameter W = I, we co nclud e that Xi + Ui E a W for i := 1,2. Therefore 
I = (diameter W)l ;;.1I(x, + U I) - xl f = Il x, - X2112 + 2u , . (x, - X2) + 1 
and 
1 = (diameter W)2 ~ lI( x!+ ul)- x dI 2 = Il x2- x, 1I2 +2u2. (x2 - xd+ 1. 
Summing these inequalities and rearranging we get 
(u , - U2) . ( Xl - x ,) ~ II X2 - xdl2. 
Because(u , - U2 ) • ( X2 - x ,) ""-'; lI u, - u21111 x2 - x,ll, thi s implies IIu 1 - u2 11 ~ Ilxl - x dl · 
So 
II x! - x,lI,.,,-,; diameter A. 
As with Xi + UI, the points Xi + Vi lie in a w, and therefore 
I ~ lI (x, + v,) - (x2 + v2)11 ~ II vl - v211 - li x1 - x dl· 
Using (2.1 ), thi s implies 
1 + diameter A ~ II v, - v211 . 
(2. 1) 
We use I./. to denote the standard p robability measure on 5"- '. Define 
g( n, d ) = inr { I./. ( A +) I A c 5 "- ', diameter A .,;; d }. 
Let N(n , e) be the number of sets having diameter e that is required to cover 
S~ - '. The core of thi s note is: 
PROPOSITION 6. For 0 < e < ,f5. - 1 we have 
I (W)";; I + logN (n,e ) . 
- !og (l - g( n, l +e» 
Proof It is easil y verified that 0 < g(n, 1 + e) < I (if 12' #- A c 5 "- ' then A + 
is contained in a hem isphere, so that J.L ( A"" ) :E;!. If also diameter A -= d <,f5. 
then A '" contains a spherica l cap or radius .J'i - d around any point of A ), so 
that the right-hand side is well defined. Let M be a natural number satisfying 
log N (n, e) M > . 
-log (1 - g ( n, I + e») 
It is sufficient to show that M directions can i1luminate W. Set N "", N(n, d , 
and let A" ... , A N be a covering of 5 "- 1 with sets of diameter £. By Proposi-
tion 5, we have diameter Uw(A j ).,;; 1+ £, and therefore 
i = 1,2, . .. , N. 
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Pick M directions Ul •. . . ,UM at random, uniformly and independently dis-
tributed on S~ - l. Take any it}, I Of; i ~ N, I ~j :!i M. The probability that IJ 
will be in Vw ( A ,),," is JL(Uw(A;)"" ), which is at least g(lI, 1+,,). Therefore 
the probability that UW(Ai( will contain none of the points u1 ••••• UM is at 
most (1 - g(n, l +e»M. Thus the probability p that at least one Uw(A1)\ 
1 0;;; l os;, N will contain no points of Ul • • .. ,UM satisfies 
N 
p :o;;: L ( I - g{n, 1 + e))11-1 < N(1- g( n, 1+ £ ))108 N /- loll ( 1 - s 1n. H . )) = L 
••• 
This shows that one can choose M directions, so that each set Uw(A,r .. 
I = I, .. . • Nt contains at least one of them. Let "I, " " "/1-1 be such directions, 
and let x be a poine of a w. We claim that one of these directions illumi· 
nates x. Since Nw(x) is nonempty, and the sets AI , ... , AN cover S~- I, 
one of them, say A, intersects Nw(x). By the definition of UW(A i ), we have 
Nw (x) c Uw(A j). So that 
Nw(x) + :;;> Uw(Ai ) ~ ' 
Uw(A;t contains at least one of VI, ••• , V M, say Vk . We have 
' k E Uw(A ;)+ c Nw(x)+ 
and therefore, by Lemma 4, V ~ illuminates x. This shows that the directions 
Vi • •• • ' V"" illuminate W. 
In orderto deduce Theorem 1 from Proposition 6, we only have to estimate 
g ( n, 1 + £) from below, and N(n, t:) from above. The former will be done in 
the next section, and the latter is dealt with by the following well known fact. 
LEMMA 7. N(n, e ):S;; (l+4/E}". 
Proof Let E be a maximal subset of 5 "- 1 having the property that 
lIu - 'II > ~£ for u ~ v in E. The maximality of E shows that the balls with 
radius !£ and centers in E cover S .. - I , therefore 
I E I~ N(n,d . 
All the balls B(u, £/4), u E E, are disjoint and are contained In the ball 
B(O, 1+ t:/4). Comparing volumes gives 
IE I(e / 4)"" (1 + e/4)", 
Remark. Better estimates for N (n, £) are known (see [9]), but do not 
seem to contribute any significant improvement to Theorem l. 
§3. In this section we give a lower bound for g(n, d), and prove Theorem 1. 
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PROPOS ITION 8. LeI d > 0 and leI A be a nonemply subset of S~ - I having 
diameter ,.., d. Suppose U E S ~- L, a > O and A is contained in the half-space 
{p E R ~l p . u ~ a }, then 
A'" u TA'" => Do(u, arctan (2a ! d», 
where T : Rn ..... R ~ is the reflection through the line determined by u, - u : 
Tp=:= 2( p.u)u - p, 
and DQ(u, tIJ) is the open spherical cap consisting of all unit vectors ha ving an 
angle with u, which is smaller than tIJ. 
Proof Suppose x is a point in S ~ - L but not in A"'u TA "' , and let 0 be the 
angular distance between x and u, 0 "" 8 "" -rr. Write 
x =(cosO) u+ (sin8)v, (3. 1) 
where v is a unit vector orthogonal to u (we ignore the trivial case n = O. 
Si nce x l!: A"', there is a point yE A with 
O;;;o y . x =:= y . U cos O+ y . vsin O. (3.2) 
Since T- 1 =:= T and x l!: TA '" we have TXl!: A .... Thus there is a poi nt ZE A with 
o ~ Z . Tx = z . u cos 0 - z . v sin O. (3.3) 
Summing (3.2) and (3.3), and using Il y - z lI "" d, sin 8 ~ 0, we have 
O;;<{y. U+ z. u) cos O+ (y - z). v sin O?>(y . u + z. u) cos 9-d sin O. (3.4) 
Temporarily suppose that 9 <~ 7T. Then cos 9 > 0, so by (3.4) 
y.u+z . U 2a 
tan 9 ?> ;;<-d d· 
The last inequality is justified by the hypothesis that A c {p e Rn Ip. u ~ a }. 
Whether or not 9 <!-rr, we have 0 ~ arctan (2a! d) . This shows thai 
A"u TA '" => Do( u, arctan (2a/ d» . 
PROPOS ITIO N 9. 
I (3 (2n + t)d 2 - (2n + 2») -(~ - on 
g( n d) ~ -- - + =:..:...=:..:..."O':7--~ 
, - J8 -rrn 2 4n +4 - 2d!n for 0 < d ,..,.J2. 
Proof Let O< d ,..,./2 and lei A be a nonemply subsel or sn-I having 
diameter ..;;; d. By Jung's theorem [5, p. Ill ], there is, in Rn , a ball with radius 
dJn!(2n + 2) containing A. Let q be the center of this ball. Write q = tu with 
I ;;!<Oandu e S ~- l. For every x e A we have 
n d ' - - :;;.llx - q I12 "" Il x-tuf = 1 - 2tx. u+ t 2• 
2n+2 
(3 .5) 





n d' --*, l - (x .u )~. 
2n+2 
(3.6) 
From (3.5), t ~ 0 a nd d!!O;.J2 it can be seen that x . u ;>- O. so, using (3.6), we 
obtai n 
Sol 
X . U ~ .Jl-d2-n-. 
2n + 2 
The above argument shows that A is contained in the half-space 
Proposition 8 can be applied, yielding 
A '" u TA '" => Do( u, arctan ( 2a/ d ». 
(3.7) 
Now, since T is an orthogo nal transformation, we have IJ-(A"' ) "" J.L( TA .. ), and 
J.L(A -t) "" hJ.L( A +) + Ji,( TA +» ;:a, ~J.L(A + u TA · ) 
;.;,1 (( 2a)) _! Vol~ _ L Do{ u,arctan 2a/d) 
.... zJ.L Do u, arctan d - SO-> 
2 VOI" _l 




Here 0" denotes the vol ume of the n-dimensional unit ball, and VOI"_1 is the 
(n - I) -dimensional volume. 
Let D' be the orthogonal projection of Do(u, arctan 2a/ d) to the hyperplane 
{p e R" lp . u = O}. Obviously we have 
Vo l .. _1 Do( D, arctan 2:) ~ Vol n _ L D '. (3.9) 
D' is an ( n - I)-dimens ional baH having radius 
( 2) ( d') ->I ' si n arctan da = 1 + 4a-: • 
sa 
(3. 10) 
Using (3.8), (3.9), (3 .10). we get 
+ On_l ( d ' ) - I" - 1)/ 2 
,,(A) ;.-- 1+- . 
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n~ _ l = 7J" 1 .. - 'I!2/r« 1 + n)/2) 
On 7J"~ /2/ r(1 + n/2) 
1'(1 + n/ 2) 
';:;f«( 1 + n)/ 2) 
187 
(3 .12 ) 
where r is lhe Gamma function. Since log r is convex ([1, p. 12J), we have 
f(1 + n/ 2)f( n/ 2) " n(1 + n )/2)', 
and therefore 
f ( 1 + n/2) f(1 + n/2) / f«(1 + n )/2)' 
f((1 + n)/2)" f(( 1 + n)/2) V f(1 + n/2)f(n / 2) 
= /r(l+n/ 2) = ~ 
V f(n /2) V'i (3.13) 
Using (3. 11 ), (3.12), (3.13), we gel 
I I i;( d' ) - '" - "" ~(A+)~-- - 1+- . 
2n J; 2 4a 2 
And after substituling the value of a, 
I ( d ' ) -(~ - I )/2 
J.£(A +)~ .j87J"n 1+ 4 -2d 2n/( n + l ) 
=_'_(~+ (2 n+ l)d2_ 2~1 -2 ) -1 " - 11/ ~. 
J87J"n 2 4n+4 - 2d -n 
Now proving Theo rem I is just a matter of putting the pieces logether. 
Pro%/Theorem I. Since 1<-log ( I - I) for 0 < 1< 1, Propositi on 6 
implies 
Choose 
l ( W )< I + IOgN(n,e) 
g(n,l+e)' 0 <£<-/2- 1. 
t:= ~I +_' __ 1. 
2n+ 1 
From l emma 7 and Proposition 9 we get 
( 4)" log 1+-
I( W )< 1 + log N(n, t:}::os; 1 + t: 
g( n, I+,) (n ~2 n +2) 
g , 2n + 1 
(3)'"-"" (4) ::os; 1 +J87J"n "2 n log 1 +; 
(3) "" ( 4) = 1+4n J 7J"n / 3:2 log 1+ ; . 
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Since one easily sees that e> 1/(4n+3 ), we have 
(3)"" (3)"" I(W ) < 1+4n J 1Tn /3 Iog(13+ 16n ) 2: ,,;;: 5n...fn(4+logn) '2 
Remarks. l. In [1 t] we give a lower bound for the volumes of sets of 
constant width in R~, using results analogous to Propositions 8 and 9. 
2. The factor 5nJn(4+ log n) in Theorem 1 should nOI be taken seriously. 
It can be improved with some more careful estimates. However, any improve-
ment of the exponential factor, (3/2),,12, would be interesting. A possible way 
to do this may be to try to get a better lower bound for g(n, d), An advanet 
in this direction may lead to better estimates for the minimal volume of a set 
having constant width 1 in Rn. 
§4. 
THEOREM 10. Let K c R" be a strictly convex body, invariant under a group 
of orthogonal transformations G that is generated by reflections through hyper. 
planes and acts irreducibly on R". Then I (K ) "" n + I . 
We preface the proof with a few definitions and a lemma. A unit vector 
f is called a root of G if the orthogonal reflection through the subspace 
onhogonal to f is an element of G. We denote this reflection by S,: 
S,X = X- 2(x.f)r, XE R". 
If v, r are roots of G then S,v is also a root of G, because Ss,. = S,S,S,. In 
particular -f = S,r is a root . 
LEMMA II . Let G be as in Theorem 10. Ifn > I then there are n +1 roots 
ofG, fo, ... , r ," such that every nonzero XE R " has a negative inner product with 
at least one of them. 
At least when G is finite thi s follows from known results (see (6]). 
Proofofthe Lemma. We will say thai a sel of vectors {vo,.'" v", } is almost 
independent if every proper subset of it is linearly independent but {Yo, . . . , V,.} 
is linearl y dependeryt. II is easily checked that {vo, ... , v"'} is almost indepen. 
dent, if, and only if, VI, .. • , v'" are linearly independent and Vo is a linear 
combination of VI,"', Vm with nonzero coefficients. 
Because of the hypotheses on G and because n ~ 2, G has at least one 
root, r. {f, - f \ is an almost independent set. Suppose {ro, . . . , r", } is the largest 
almost independent set of roots of G. Let U be the subspace generated by 
fo, . . . , r ",. We claim that U = R" and therefore n = m. Let f be a root of G 
and suppose that U is not invaria nt under Sr. This implies r J! U and Srfi t- fi 
for some j = 0, 1, ... ,m. Assume, without loss of generality, that S,fo,t. f O' fO 
is a linear combination of r l , ••• , f", with nonzero coefficients. Since S,fo-fo 
is a nonzero multiple of f , S,fo is a linear combination of f , r1 , •• . , r", with 
nonzero coe ffi cients. Because r, f1' ... , f m are linearly independent, this means 
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that the set {S.fo, f, f l> ...• f",} is almost independent. co ntradicting the choice 
of {ro •... , rm}. 
This fo rces us to conclude that U is inva riant under the reflections ge nerat~ 
ing G, and therefore under every transformation in G. G acts irreducibly on 
R" and U;e O. This implies U = R" and n = m. 
Because {ro,"" r ,, } is almost independent, it is possible to write 
with all coeffi cie nts nonzero. We rep/ace some of the roots rj by thei r nega-
tives, to have all the coeffi cients Q ; positive. If x is any nonzero vector, we 
must have x . rl "'" 0 fo r some i = 0, I •...• n, because the f , span R". Since 
O= x . O==I:7. 0ai(x . r,) a nd a,> O, we must have x. r,< O fo r some i. 
Proofof Theorem 10. As mentioned in Sectio n I , I ( K ) ~ n + l holds for 
every convex body in R", thus we only need to show that / ( K ).s;; n + l. The 
Theorem is obviously t rue when n = I , so we assume n > I. 
Let ro, ... , r" be the roots of G gua ran teed by the lemm a and let x Ea K. 
Firs t observe that the origin is necessarily an in terior point o f K so x ¢ O. For 
some f " x . r, < O. We claim that this f i ill umi nates x. x - 2(x . fi)r, = S.;x E K, 
since S •. E G. For some positive I. x + IT, is an interi or point of K, because x, 
x-2(x .'fi)T; E K, K is stri ctl y convex and -2(x . r,» O. Th is verifies the claim 
and we see that To, .. . • r" ill uminate K. 
Remark. A set of constant width is stri ctly convex; therefo re Theorem 10 
appli es to (sufficiently symmetric) sets of constant wi dth. 
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